
Once Upon A Time

1. Noun

2. Proper Noun

3. Adjective

4. Noun

5. Noun
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Once Upon A Time

Once upon a time there was a Noun named Proper noun that lived in the forest. The rabbit loved

to live there because, there were Adjective trees and big green leaves in which provided shade, food, and

shelter. One day a company named City Builders came from Jefferson City and scouted out the land for

excavation. The committee decided the land was a good site for a shopping mall and then started to clear the

land. The rabbit heard them and decided to tell all his friends in the forest. "If this comapny tears down our land

we will not have food or shelter for survival!""; said Bronco"; "; We have to do something before we cannot

survive and we all die"; "said the other animals."; All the animals quietly gathered together and decided to get

with the people of the city and expain if they take the land from the animals we will die and then there will be no

more food source for the people to eat in the future. The animals and the committee form City Builders gathered

in a meeting and decided the situation was not going to hurt the future and the new plan for the excavation would

begin on January 1, 2013. The animals went back to the fores and packed up their belongings and moved deeper

into the forest away from civilization. The move caused a great stress and the more land they took the less the

animals had left for survival. Eventualy the animal Noun such as the rabbits, deer, and birds became

extinct. The moral of the story is what you do Noun will effect what will happen tomorrow.
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